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In the early 1990s, Jungjin Lee (*1961 Korea) travelled across the endless 
expanses of America, where she captured its deserts, rocks, bushes and 
cactuses in archaic, primal imagery. Starting with this early landscape 
series, the exhibition Jungjin Lee – Echo at Fotomuseum presents eleven 
groups of works, a first retrospective showcasing a visual oeuvre that now 
spans two full decades. The great Robert Frank once described Lee’s 
fragmentary and poetic images as “landscapes without the human beast”. 
He was referring to the near-complete absence of people in the work of 
Jungjin Lee, even though her photographs may portray traces of civilisa-
tion or include her own body inserted into the picture.

Alongside her American Desert (1990–1995) series, the artist developed 
an early tendency to work on the boundaries of different cultures, living 
and travelling widely in Korea and the United States. With Pagodas (1998) 
and Thing (2003–2007) she created two important cycles of works in 
which she liberated objects by means of templates and a soft and precisely 
calibrated lighting. With a sleight of hand, for instance, the upwardly ta-
pered structures of five storey brick-built pagodas are mirrored in their 
foundations. Through this doubling of volume, the pagoda ‘not only grows 
in height, but also becomes rooted in the depths’ (cf. Lena Fritsch in the 
accompanying publication). Within the exhibition space, the artist adopts 
the East Asian theory of the harmony of objects, presenting five pagodas 
next to one another. The world of signs in Thing is also carefully balanced 
between object and plane, volume and non-volume. Hand-crafted bowls, 
vessels and furnishings are imaged with a subtle sense of placement. 
Whether centrally positioned, at the upper or lower edge, or radically 
cropped, the objects take on an auratically charged life of their own within 
the large-format space of the picture.

Further groups of works in the same vein include Ocean (1999), On Road 
(2000–2001) and Wind (2004–2007). The artist manages to create pow-
erful photographic images that exude a transcendental and almost medita-
tive sense of composure. Lee does not aim for topographical or factual 
attributions when she wanders through a grimy and all but abandoned 
mining town, when she contrasts the imagined expanses of the oceans in 
darkly detailed views of water and land, or captures almost imperceptible 
natural phenomena such as the weather in metaphorical images. With her 
fundamentally artistic approach, Lee pushes the boundaries of photo-
graphic narrative, seeking significance and meaning on the interface be-
tween ‘non-place’ and ‘non-moment’.

The artist moved to New York in 1988, where, attracted by the vitality of 
the art scene, she soon forged her own individual path. This did not lead to 
conceptual art, as it did for so many of her contemporaries. After living in 
Seoul from 1997 to 2009, Jungjin Lee returned to New York where she 
has been residing since 2009. Drawing upon her own East Asian back-



ground and experience, Lee has developed a highly idiosyncratic visual 
syntax, creating a space of poetic resonance through sensitivity and intui-
tion. She mines a profound understanding of materiality, texture and 
craftsmanship. Working with Liquid Light, she applies diluted light-sensi-
tive emulsions onto hand-made traditional Korean rice paper. Unlike the 
immaculate finish of prints on industrially produced photographic paper, 
her hand-developed works show up the flaws in the uncontrollable natural 
process. Far from being seen as defective, these finely grained analogue 
prints with their blemishes and imperfections constitute an intelligent 
departure from photography’s purported claim to truth. For once, the 
technical medium seems to be liberated from its own inner logic, offering 
the viewer a visceral and elemental approach to the image that is rarely 
found in contemporary photography.

The exhibition is supported by the Volkart Foundation and the Friends’ 
Association Fotomuseum Winterthur. Additional funding by the Walter 
Haefner Foundation, Hunziker Betatech AG and the Dr. Georg and Josi 
Guggenheim Foundation.

An accompanying catalogue will be published by Spector Books, including 
a short introduction by Thomas Seelig and essays by Lena Fritsch, Hester 
Keijser and Liz Wells.

ACCOMPANYING PROGRAMME

Sunday, 18.09.2016, 11.30 a.m. 
Artist talk in the exhibition 

Saturday, 22.10.2016, 4 p.m. 
Béla Bartók (1881–1945): Duos for Two Violins (1931) 
Violin: Anzhela Golubyeva Staub & Chie Tanaka 
In cooperation with Musikkollegium Winterthur

Saturday, 10.12.2016, 4 p.m. 
Special guided tour with Khanh Trinh, Museum Rietberg 
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